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1. INTRODUCTION

The memory subsystem is a key element of any compu-
tational machine. The memory retains system state, stores
data for computation, and holds machine instructions for
execution. In many modern systems, memory bandwidth is
the primary limiter of system performance, despite complex
memory hierarchies and hardware driven prefetch mecha-
nisms.

Coping with the intrinsic gap between processor perfor-
mance and memory performance has been a focus of re-
search since the beginning of the study of computer archi-
tecture [1]. The fundamental problem is the infeasibility of
building a memory that is both large and fast. Designers are
forced to reduce the sizes of memories for speed, or pro-
cessors must pay long latencies to access high capacity stor-
age. As memory densities continue to grow, memory perfor-
mance has improved only slightly; processor performance,
on the other hand, has shown exponential improvements
over the years. Processor performance has increased by 55
percent each year, while memory performance increases by
only 7 percent [2]. The primary solution to the memory gap
has been the implementation of multilevel memory hierar-
chies.

In the embedded and signal processing domains, de-
signers may use existing knowledge of system workloads to
optimize the memory system. Typically, these systems have

smaller memory requirements than general purpose com-
puting loads, which makes alternative architectures attrac-
tive.

This work explores the design of a memory subsystem
for a recently introduced class of multiprocessors that are
composed of a large number of synchronous processors
clocked asynchronously with respect to each other. Because
the processors are numerous, they likely have fewer resources
per processor, including instruction and data memory. Each
processor operates independently without a global address
space. To efficiently support applications with large work-
ing sets, processors must be provided with higher capacity
memory storage. The Asynchronous Array of simple Processors
(AsAP) [3] is an example of this class of chip multiprocessors.

To maintain design simplicity, scalability, and compu-
tational density, a traditional memory hierarchy is avoided.
In addition, the low locality in tasks such as those found
in many embedded and DSP applications, makes the cache
solution unattractive for these workloads. Instead, directly-
addressable software-managed memories are explored. This
allows the programmer to efficiently manage the memory hi-
erarchy explicitly.

The main requirements for the memory system are the
following:

(1) the system must provide high throughput access to
high capacity random access memory,
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(2) the memory must be accessible from multiple asyn-
chronous clock domains,

(3) the design must easily scale to support arbitrarily large
memories, and

(4) the impact on processing elements should be mini-
mized.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the current state of the art in memory systems is
reviewed. Section 3 provides an overview of an example pro-
cessor array without shared memories. Section 4 explores the
design space for memory modules. Section 5 describes the
design of a buffered memory module, which has been im-
plemented using a standard cell flow. Section 6 discusses the
performance and power of the design, based on high level
synthesis results and simulation. Finally, the paper concludes
with Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Memory system architectures

Although researchers have not been able to stop the growth
of the processor/memory gap, they have developed a num-
ber of architectural alternatives to increase system perfor-
mance despite the limitations of the available memory. These
solutions range from traditional memory hierarchies to in-
telligent memory systems. Each solution attempts to reduce
the impact of poor memory performance by storing the data
needed for computation in a way that is easily accessible to
the processor.

2.1.1. Traditional memory hierarchies

The primary solution to the processor/memory gap has been
to introduce a local cache memory, exploiting spatial and
temporal locality evident in most software programs. Caches
are small fast memories that provide the processor with a lo-
cal copy of a small portion of main memory. Caches are man-
aged by hardware to ensure that the processor always sees a
consistent view of main memory.

The primary advantage of the traditional cache scheme is
ease of programming. Because caches are managed by hard-
ware, programs address a single large address space. Move-
ment of data from main memory to cache is handled by hard-
ware and is transparent to software.

The primary drawback of the cache solution is its high
overhead. Cache memories typically occupy a significant
portion of chip area and consume considerable power. Cache
memories do not add functionality to the system—all stor-
age provided is redundant, and identical data must be stored
elsewhere in the system, such as in main memory or on disk.

2.1.2. Alternative memory architectures

Scratch Pad Memories are a cache alternative not uncom-
monly found in embedded systems [4]. A scratch-pad mem-
ory is an on-chip SRAM with a similar size and access time as
an L1 (level 1) cache. Scratch pad memories are unlike caches
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Figure 1: Block diagram and chip micrograph of the AsAP chip
multiprocessor.

in that they are uniquely mapped to a fixed portion of the
system’s address space. Scratch-pad memory may be used in
parallel with a cache or alone [5]. Banakar et al. report a typ-
ical power savings of 40 percent when scratch-pad memories
are used instead of caches [4].

Others have explored alternatives to traditional memory
hierarchies. These include architectures such as Intelligent
RAM (IRAM) [6] and Smart Memories [7].

3. AN EXAMPLE TARGET ARCHITECTURE: AsAP

An example target architecture for this work is a chip mul-
tiprocessor called an Asynchronous Array of simple Proces-
sors (AsAP) [3, 8, 9]. An AsAP system consists of a two-
dimensional array of homogeneous processing elements as
shown in Figure 1. Each element is a simple CPU, which con-
tains its own computation resources and executes its own
locally stored program. Each processing element has a lo-
cal clock source and operates asynchronously with respect to
the rest of the array. The Globally Asynchronous Locally Syn-
chronous (GALS) [10] nature of the array alleviates the need
to distribute a high speed clock across a large chip. The ho-
mogeneity of the processing elements makes the system easy
to scale as additional tiles can be added to the array with little
effort.

Interprocessor communication within the array occurs
through dual-clock FIFOs [11] on processor boundaries.
These FIFOs provide the required synchronization, as well
as data buffers for rate matching between processors. The in-
terconnection of processors is reconfigurable.

Applications are mapped to AsAP by partitioning com-
putation into many small tasks. Each task is statically mapped
onto a small number of processing elements. For example, an
IEEE 802.11a baseband transmitter has been implemented
on a 22-processor array [9], and a JPEG encoder has been
implemented on a 9-processor array.

AsAP processors are characterized by their very small
memory resources. Small memories minimize power and
area while increasing the computational density of the ar-
ray. No memory hierarchy exists, and memory is managed
entirely by software. Additionally, there is no global address
space, and all interprocessor communication must occur
through the processors’ input FIFOs.
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Each processor tile contains memory for 64 32-bit in-
structions and 128 16-bit words. With only 128 words of
randomly-accessible storage in each processor, the AsAP ar-
chitecture is currently limited to applications with small
working sets.

4. DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

A wide variety of design possibilities exist for adding larger
amounts of memory to architectures like AsAP. This section
describes the design space and design selection based on es-
timated performance and flexibility.

In exploring the design space, parameters can be catego-
rized into three roughly orthogonal groups.

(1) Physical design parameters, such as memory capacity
and module distribution have little impact on the de-
sign of the memory module itself, but do determine
how the module is integrated into the processing ar-
ray.

(2) Processor interface parameters, such as clock source
and buffering have the largest impact on the module
design.

(3) Reconfigurability parameters allow design complexity
to be traded off for additional flexibility.

4.1. Key memory parameters

4.1.1. Capacity

Capacity is the amount of storage included in each mem-
ory module. Memory capacity is driven by application re-
quirements as well as area and performance targets. The
lower bound on memory capacity is given by the memory re-
quirements of targeted applications while die area and mem-
ory performance limit the maximum amount of memory.
Higher capacity RAMs occupy more die area, decreasing the
total computational density of the array. Larger RAMs also
limit the bandwidth of the memory core.

It is desirable to implement the smallest possible memory
required for the targeted applications. These requirements,
however, may not be available at design time. Furthermore,
over-constraining the memory capacity limits the flexibility
of the array as new applications emerge. Hence, the scala-
bility of the memory module design is important, allowing
the memory size to be chosen late in the design cycle and
changed for future designs with little effort.

4.1.2. Density

Memory module density refers to the number of memory
modules integrated into an array of a particular size, and is
determined by the size of the array, available die area, and
application requirements. Typically, the number of memory
modules integrated into an array is determined by the space
available for such modules; however, application level con-
straints may also influence this design parameter. Assuming a
fixed memory capacity per module, additional modules may
be added to meet minimum memory capacity requirements.

Also, some performance increase can be expected by parti-
tioning an application’s data among multiple memory mod-
ules due to the increased memory bandwidth provided by
each module. This approach to increasing performance is not
always practical and does not help if the application does not
saturate the memory interface. It also requires a high degree
of parallelism among data as communication among mem-
ory modules may not be practical.

4.1.3. Distribution

The distribution of memory modules within the array can
take many forms. In general, two topological approaches can
be used. The first approach leaves the processor array in-
tact and adds memory modules in rows or columns as al-
lowed by available area resources. Processors in the array
maintain connectivity to their nearest neighbors, as if the
memory modules were not present. The second approach re-
places processors with memory modules, so that each pro-
cessor neighboring a memory module loses connectivity to
one processor. These strategies are illustrated in Figure 2.

4.1.4. Clock source

Because the targeted arrays are GALS systems, the clock
source for the memory module becomes a key design pa-
rameter. In general, three distinct possibilities exist. First, the
memory module can derive its clock from the clock of a par-
ticular processor. The memory would then be synchronous
with respect to this processor. Second, the memory can gen-
erate its own unique clock. The memory would be asyn-
chronous to all processors in the array. Finally, the memory
could be completely asynchronous, so that no clock would be
required. This solution severely limits the implementation of
the memory module, as most RAMs provided in standard
cell libraries are synchronous.

4.1.5. Address source

The address source for a memory module has a large impact
on application mapping and performance. To meet the ran-
dom access requirement, processors must be allowed to sup-
ply arbitrary addresses to memory. (1) The obvious solution
uses the processor producing or consuming the memory data
as the address source. The small size of the targeted proces-
sors, however, makes another solution attractive. (2) The ad-
dress and data streams for a memory access can also be par-
titioned among multiple processors. A single processor can
potentially be used to provide memory addresses, while other
processors act as data sources and data sinks. This scheme
provides a potential performance increase for applications
with complex addressing needs because the data processing
and address generation can occur in parallel. (3) A third pos-
sible address source is hardware address generators, which
typically speed up memory accesses significantly, but must
be built into hardware. To avoid unnecessary use of power
and die area, only the most commonly used access patterns
should be included in hardware.
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Figure 2: Various topologies for distribution of memories in a processor array. Processor connectivity is maintained when (a) memories are
added to the edge of the array, or (b) the array is split to make room for a row of memories. Processor connectivity is lost when (c) processor
tiles are replaced by memory tiles.

4.1.6. Buffering

The implementation of buffers for accesses to the memory
module provides another design parameter. Buffers may be
used between a processor and a memory module for latency
hiding, synchronization, or rate matching. Without some
level of buffering, processors are tightly coupled to the mem-
ory interface, and prefetching of data is difficult.

4.1.7. Sharing

The potentially large number of processors in a processing
array makes the sharing of memories among processors at-
tractive. In this context, shared memory serves two distinct
purposes. First, as in more traditional computing, shared
memory can serve as a communication medium among si-
multaneous program threads. Also, in our context, sharing a
memory among multiple processors can enable higher uti-
lization of available memory bandwidth in cases where a sin-
gle thread is unable to saturate the memory bus. In either
case, synchronization mechanisms are required to guarantee
mutual exclusion when memory is shared.

4.1.8. Inter-parameter dependencies

There are strong dependencies among the four parameters
described in the preceding four subsections (clock source,
address source, buffering, and sharing). Selecting a value
for one of the parameters limits the feasible values of the
other parameters. This results in the existence of two distinct
archetype designs for the processor interface. Other design
options tend to be hybrids of these two models and often
have features that limit usefulness.

Type I: bufferless memory

The first design can be derived by forcing a bufferless imple-
mentation. Without buffers, there is no way to synchronize
across clock boundaries, so the memory module must be

synchronous to the interfacing processor. Because processors
are asynchronous to one another, sharing the memory is no
longer feasible, and using an alternate processor as an ad-
dress source is not possible. The resulting design is a mem-
ory module that couples tightly to a single processor. Because
there is no buffering, memory accesses are either tightly in-
tegrated into the processor’s pipeline or carefully timed to
avoid overwriting data.

Type II: buffered memory

The second design is, in some respects, the dual of the first.
We can arrive at this design by requiring that the memories
be shareable. Because processors exist in different clock do-
mains, dual-clock FIFOs must be used to synchronize across
clock boundaries. To avoid tying the memory clock speed
to an arbitrary processor (which would defeat the funda-
mental purpose of GALS clocking—namely, to allow inde-
pendent frequency adjustment of blocks), the memory mod-
ule should supply its own clock. An independent processor
could easily be used as an address source with the appro-
priate hardware in place. This design effectively isolates the
memory module from the rest of the array, has few depen-
dencies on the implementation of the processors, and does
not impact the performance of any processors not accessing
the memory.

4.2. Degree of configurability

The degree of configurability included in the memory-
processor interconnect, as well as in the memory module it-
self can be varied independently of the memory module de-
sign. To some degree, the level of configurability required in
the interconnect is a function of the number of processors in
the array, and their distances from the memory module. For
small arrays, hardwired connections to the memory module
may make sense. For large arrays with relatively few mem-
ory modules, additional configurability is desirable to avoid
limiting the system’s flexibility.
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The configurability of the memory module itself allows
trade offs in performance, power, and area for flexibility. Ex-
amples of configurability at the module level cover a broad
range and are specific to the module’s design. Some exam-
ples of configurable parameters are the address source used
for memory accesses and the direction of synchronization FI-
FOs in a locally clocked design.

4.3. Design selection

The remainder of this work describes a buffered memory so-
lution. This design was chosen based on the flexibility in ad-
dressing modes and the ability to share the memory among
multiple processors. These provide a potential performance
increase by allowing redistribution of the address generation
workload, and by exploiting parallelism across large datasets.
The relative area overhead impact of the additional logic can
be reduced if the RAM core used in the memory module has
a high capacity and thus the FIFO buffers become a small
fraction of the total module area. The performance impact
of additional memory latency can potentially be reduced or
eliminated by appropriate software task partitioning or tech-
niques such as data prefetching.

5. FIFO-BUFFERED MEMORY DESIGN

This section describes the design and implementation of a
FIFO-buffered memory module suitable for sharing among
independently-clocked interfaces (typically processors). The
memory module has its own local clock source, and com-
municates with external blocks via dual clock FIFOs. As de-
scribed in Section 4.3, this design was selected based on its
flexibility in addressing modes and the potential speedup for
applications with a high degree of parallelism across large
datasets.

5.1. Overview

The prototype described in this section allows up to four ex-
ternal blocks to access the RAM array. The design supports
a memory size up to 64 K 16-bit words with no additional
modifications.

Processors access the memory module via input ports
and output ports. Input ports encapsulate the required logic
to process incoming requests and utilize a dual-clock FIFO to
reliably cross clock domains. Each input port can assume dif-
ferent modes, changing the method of memory access. The
memory module returns data to the external block via an
output port, which also interfaces via a dual-clock FIFO.

A number of additional features are integrated into the
memory module to increase usability. These include multiple
port modes, address generators, and mutual exclusion (mu-
tex) primitives. A block diagram of the FIFO-buffered mem-
ory is shown in Figure 3. This diagram shows the high-level
interaction of the input and output ports, address genera-
tors, mutexes, and SRAM core. The theory of operation for
this module is described in Section 5.2. The programming
interface to the memory module is described in Section 5.3.

5.2. Theory of operation

The operation of the FIFO-buffered memory module is
based on the execution of requests. External blocks issue re-
quests to the memory module by writing 16-bit command
tokens to the input port. The requests instruct the memory
module to carry out particular tasks, such as memory writes
or port configuration. Additional information on the types
of requests and their formats is provided in Section 5.3. In-
coming requests are buffered in a FIFO queue until they can
be issued. While requests issued into a single port execute
in FIFO order, requests from multiple processors are issued
concurrently. Arbitration among conflicting requests occurs
before allowing requests to execute.

In general, the execution of a request occurs as follows.
When a request reaches the head of its queue it is decoded
and its data dependencies are checked. Each request type has
a different set of requirements. A memory read request, for
example, requires adequate room in the destination port’s
FIFO for the result of the read; a memory write, on the
other hand, must wait until valid data is available for writ-
ing. When all such dependencies are satisfied, the request is
issued. If the request requires exclusive access to a shared re-
source, it requests access to the resource and waits for ac-
knowledgment prior to execution. The request blocks until
access to the resource is granted. If the request does not ac-
cess any shared resources, it executes in the cycle after issue.
Each port can potentially issue one request per cycle, assum-
ing that requests are available and their requirements are met.

The implemented memory module supports all three ad-
dress sources detailed in Section 4.1.5. These are (1) one pro-
cessor providing addresses and data, (2) two processors with
one providing addresses and the other handling data, and (3)
hardware address generators. All three support bursts of 255
memory reads or writes with a single request. These three
modes provide high efficiency in implementing common ac-
cess patterns without preventing less common patterns from
being used.

Because the memory resources of the FIFO-buffered
memory are typically shared among multiple processors, the
need for interprocess synchronization is anticipated. To this
end, the memory module includes four mutex primitives in
hardware. Each mutex implements an atomic single-bit test
and set operation, allowing easy implementation of simple
locks. More complex mutual exclusion constructs may be
built on top of these primitives using the module’s memory
resources.

5.3. Processor interface

External blocks communicate with the memory module via
dedicated memory ports. Each of these ports may be con-
figured to connect to one input FIFO and one output FIFO
in the memory module. These connections are independent,
and which of the connections are established depends on the
size of the processor array, the degree of reconfigurability im-
plemented, and the specific application being mapped.

An external block accesses the memory module by writ-
ing 16-bit words to one of the memory module’s input
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Figure 3: FIFO-buffered memory block diagram. Arrows show the direction of signal flow for the major blocks in the design. Multiplexers
allow control of various resources to be switched among input ports. The gray bars approximate the pipeline stages in the design.

FIFOs. In general, these words are called tokens. One or more
tokens make up a request. A request instructs the memory
module to perform an action and consists of a command to-
ken, and possibly one or more data tokens. The requests is-
sued by a particular processor are always executed in FIFO
order. Concurrent requests from multiple processors may be
executed in any order. If a request results in data being read
from memory, this data is written to the appropriate output
FIFO where it can be accessed by the appropriate block.

5.3.1. Request types

The FIFO-buffered memory supports eight different request
types. Each request type utilizes different resources within
the memory module. In addition, some requests are block-
ing, meaning that they must wait for certain conditions to be
satisfied before they complete. To maintain FIFO ordering of
requests, subsequent requests cannot proceed until a block-
ing request completes.

(1)-(2) Memory read and write requests cause a single
word memory access. The request blocks until the access is
completed. (3)-(4) Configuration requests enable setup of
module ports and address generators. (5)-(6) Burst read and
write requests are used to issue up to 255 contiguous mem-
ory operations using an address generator. (7)-(8) Mutex re-
quest and release commands are used to control exclusive
use of a mutual exclusion primitive—which can be used for

synchronization among input ports or in the implementa-
tion of more complex mutual exclusion constructs.

5.3.2. Input port modes

Each input port in the FIFO-buffered memory module can
operate in one of three modes. These modes affect how in-
coming memory and burst requests are serviced. Mode infor-
mation is set in the port configuration registers using a port
configuration request. These registers are unique to each in-
put port, and can only be accessed by the port that contains
them.

Address-data mode is the most fundamental input port
mode. In this mode, an input port performs memory reads
and writes independently. The destination for memory reads
is programmable, and is typically chosen so that the output
port and input port connect to the same external block, but
this is not strictly required.

A memory write is performed by first issuing a memory
write request containing the write address. This request must
be immediately followed by a data token containing the data
to be written to memory. In the case of a burst write, the
burst request must be immediately followed by the appropri-
ate number of data tokens. Figure 4(a) illustrates how writes
occur in address-data mode.

A memory read is performed by first issuing a memory
read request, which contains the read address. The value read
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Figure 4: Memory writes in (a) address-data and (b) address-only mode. (a) In address-data mode, each port provides both addresses and
data. Memory writes occur independently, and access to the memory is time-multiplexed. Two tokens must be read from the same input
stream to complete a write. (b) In address-only mode, write addresses are supplied by one port, and data are supplied by another. Memory
writes are coupled, so there is no need to time-multiplex the memory among ports. One token must be read from each input stream to
complete a write.

from memory is then written to the specified output FIFO.
The same destination is used for burst reads.

In address-only mode, an input port is paired with an in-
put port in data-only mode to perform memory writes. This
allows the tasks of address generation and data generation to
be partitioned onto separate external blocks.

In address-only mode, a memory write is performed by
issuing a memory write request containing the write address.
In contrast to operation in address-data mode, however, this
request is not followed by a data token. Instead, the next valid
data token from the input port specified by a programmable
configuration register is written to memory. Synchronization
between input ports is accomplished by maintaining FIFO
order of incoming tokens. It is the programmer’s responsi-
bility to ensure that there is a one to one correspondence be-
tween write requests in the address-only port and data to-
kens in the data-only port. Figure 4(b) illustrates how writes
occur.

An input port in data-only mode acts as a slave to the
address-only input port to which it provides data. All request
types, with the exception of port configuration requests, are
ignored when the input port is in data-only mode. Instead all
incoming tokens are treated as data tokens. The programmer
must ensure that at any one time, at most one input port is
configured to use a data-only port as a data source.

As previously mentioned, the presented memory module
design directly supports memory arrays up to 64 K words.
This is due solely to a 16-bit interface in the AsAP processor,
and therefore a 16-bit memory address in a straightforward
implementation. The supported address space can clearly be
increased by techniques such as widening the interface bus or
implementing a paging scheme.

Another dimension of memory module scaling is to con-
sider connecting more than four processors to a module.
This type of scaling begins to incur significant performance
penalties (in tasks such as port arbitration) as the number of
ports scales much beyond four. Instead, the presented mem-
ory module is much more amenable to replication through-
out an array of processors—providing high throughput to a
small number of local processors while presenting no barri-
ers to the joining of multiple memories through software or
interconnect reconfiguration, albeit with a potential increase
in programming complexity depending on the specific appli-
cation.

6. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

The FIFO-buffered memory module described in Section 5
has been described in Verilog and synthesized with a 0.18 µm
CMOS standard cell library. A standard cell implementation
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Figure 5: Layout of a 8192-word × 16-bit 0.18 µm CMOS standard
cell FIFO-buffered memory module implementation. The large
SRAM is at the top of the layout and the eight 32-word FIFO mem-
ories are visible in the lower region.

has been completed and is shown in Figure 5. The design is
fully functional in simulation.

Speed, power, and area results were estimated from high-
level synthesis. In addition, the design’s performance was an-
alyzed with RTL level simulation. This section discusses these
results.

6.1. Performance results

System performance was the primary metric motivating the
memory module design. Two types of performance are con-
sidered. First, the system’s peak performance, as dictated by
the maximum clock frequency, peak throughput, and latency
is calculated. A more meaningful result, however, is the per-
formance of actual programs accessing the memory. Both of
these metrics are discussed in the following subsections.

6.1.1. Peak performance

The peak performance of the memory module is a func-
tion of the maximum clock frequency, and the theoretical
throughput of the design. The FIFO-buffered memory mod-
ule is capable of issuing one memory access every cycle, as-
suming that requests are available and their data dependen-
cies are met. In address-data mode, memory writes require
a minimum of two cycles to issue, but this penalty can be
avoided by using address generators or the address-only port
mode, or by interleaving memory requests from multiple
ports. If adequate processing resources exist to supply the
memory module with requests, the peak memory through-
put is one word access per cycle. Synthesis results report a
maximum clock frequency of 555 MHz. At this clock speed,
the memory’s peak throughput is 8.8 Gbps with 16-bit words.

The worst case memory latency is for the memory read
request. There are contributions to this latency in each of the
system’s clock domains. In the external block’s clock domain,
the latency includes one FIFO write latency, one FIFO read

latency, and the additional latency introduced by the mem-
ory port. In the memory’s clock domain, the latency includes
one FIFO read latency, the memory module latency, and one
FIFO write latency.

The minimum latency of the memory module is given
by the number of pipe stages between the input and output
ports. The presented implementation has four pipe stages.
The number of stages may be increased to add address de-
coding stages for larger memories.

The latency of FIFO reads and writes is dependent on the
number of pipe stages used to synchronize data across the
clock boundary between the read side and the write side. In
AsAP’s FIFO design, the number of synchronization stages is
configurable at runtime. When a typical value of three stages
is used, the total FIFO latency is four cycles per side. When
the minimum number of stages is used, the latency is reduced
to three cycles per side. A latency of four cycles is assumed in
this work.

The latency of the memory port depends on the num-
ber of stages introduced between the processor and the mem-
ory to account for wire delays. The minimum latency of the
memory port is two cycles. This latency could be decreased
by integrating the memory port more tightly with the pro-
cessor core datapath. This approach hinders the use of a
prefetch buffer to manage an arbitrary latency from proces-
sor to memory, and is only practical if the latency can be con-
strained to a single cycle.

Summing the latency contributions from each clock do-
main, the total latency of a memory read is,

Lproc = LFIFO-wr + LFIFO-rd + Lmem-port,

Lmem = LFIFO-rd + Lmem-module + LFIFO-wr,

Ltotal = Lmem + Lproc.

(1)

For the presented design and typical configurations, the la-
tency is 10 processor cycles and 13 memory cycles. If the
blocks are clocked at the same frequency, this is a minimum
latency of 23 cycles. Additional latency may be introduced by
processor stalls, memory access conflicts, or data dependen-
cies. The latency is slightly higher than typical L2 cache laten-
cies, which are on the order of 15 cycles [2], due to the com-
munication overhead introduced by the FIFOs. This high la-
tency can be overcome by issuing multiple requests in a sin-
gle block. Because requests are pipelined, the latency penalty
occurs only once per block.

6.1.2. Actual performance

To better characterize the design’s performance, the memory
module was exercised with two generic and variable work-
loads: a single-element workload and a block workload. The
number of instructions in both test kernels is varied to sim-
ulate the effect of varying computation loads for each appli-
cation. Figure 6 gives pseudocode for the two workloads.

The single-element workload performs a copy of a 1024-
element array and contains three phases. First, a burst write
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Write initial array

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

for i = 0 : 1023
mem wr(a + i) // wr command
wr data = input // wr data
next i
for i = 0 : 1023
mem rd(a + i) // rd command
mem wr(b + i) // wr command

# NOPs models
additional
computation load

⎡
⎢⎣

NOP
· · ·
NOP
temp = rd data // rd data
wr data = temp // wr data
next i

Read result

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

for i = 0 : 1023
mem rd(b + i) // rd command
output = rd data // rd data
next i

(a) Single element workload

for i = 0 : 1023

# NOPs models
additional address
computation load

⎡
⎢⎣

NOP
· · ·
NOP

mem wr(a + i) // wr command

# NOPs models
additional data
computation load

⎡
⎢⎣

NOP
· · ·
NOP

wr data = input // wr data
next i

# NOPs models
additional address
computation load

⎡
⎢⎣

NOP
· · ·
NOP

mem rd(a + i) // rd command

# NOPs models
additional data
computation load

⎡
⎢⎣

NOP
· · ·
NOP

output = rd data // rd data
next i

(b) Block workload

Figure 6: Two workloads executed on external processors are used for performance characterization. Pseudo-code for the two workloads is
shown for processors in address-data mode. In each workload, the computational load per memory transaction is simulated and varied by
adjusting the number of NOPs in the main kernel. The block workload is also tested in address-only/data-only mode (not shown here) where
the code that generates memory requests, and the code that reads and writes data is partitioned appropriately. mem rd() and mem wr() are
read and write commands being issued with the specified address. rd data reads data from the processor’s memory port, and wr data writes
data to the processor’s memory port.

is used to load the source array into the processor. Second,
the array is copied element by element, moving one element
per loop iteration. Finally, the resulting array is read out with
a burst read. The number of instructions in the copy kernel is
varied to simulate various computational loads. The single-
element kernel is very sensitive to memory read latency be-
cause each memory read must complete before another can
be issued. To better test throughput rather than latency, the
block test is used. This workload first writes 1024 memory
words, and then reads them back.

In addition, three coding approaches are compared. The
first uses a single processor executing a single read or write
per loop iteration. The second uses burst requests to per-
form memory accesses. The third approach partitions the
task among two processors in address-only and data-only
modes. One processor issues request addresses, while the
other manages data flow. Again, the number of instructions
in each kernel is varied to simulate various computational
loads.

Figure 7 shows the performance results for the single-
element workload running on a single processor at different
clock speeds. For small workloads, the performance is domi-
nated by the memory latency. This occurs because each itera-
tion of the loop must wait for a memory read to complete be-
fore continuing. A more efficient coding of the kernel could

overcome this latency using loop unrolling techniques. This
may not always be practical, however, due to limited code and
data storage. The bend in each curve occurs at the location
where the memory latency is matched to the computational
workload. Beyond this point, the performance scales with
the complexity of computation. The processor’s clock speed
has the expected effect on performance. At high frequen-
cies, the performance is still limited by memory latency, but
larger workloads are required before the computation time
overcomes the read latency. The latency decreases slightly at
higher processor frequencies because the component of the
latency in the processor’s clock domain is reduced. The slope
of the high-workload portion of the curve is reduced because
the relative impact of each additional instruction is less at
higher frequencies.

For highly parallel workloads, the easiest way to im-
prove performance is to distribute the task among multi-
ple processors. Figure 8 shows the result of distributing the
single-element workload across one, two, and four proces-
sors. In this case, the 1024 copy operations are divided evenly
among all of the processors. When mapped across multiple
processors, one processor performs the initial array write,
and one processor performs the final array read. The re-
mainder of the computation is distributed uniformly among
the processors. Mutexes are used to ensure synchronization
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Figure 7: Effect of computational load and clock speed on perfor-
mance. The figure shows the execution time of the single-element
workload for a single processor clocked at 1, 1.33, 2, and 4 times
the memory speed. The dotted line represents the theoretical maxi-
mum performance for the workload operating on a single processor
clocked at the same speed as the memory.

between the initialization, copy, and read-out phases of
execution.

When the single-element workload is shared among pro-
cessors, the application’s performance is increased at the cost
of additional area and power consumed by the additional
processors. For small computation loads, the effective read
latency is reduced. Although each read still has the same la-
tency, the reads from each processor are issued concurrently.
Hence, the total latency suffered scales inversely with the
number of processors used. For loads where latency is dom-
inated by computation cost, the impact of the computation
is reduced, because multiple iterations of the application ker-
nel run concurrently on the various processors. Note that the
point where computation load begins to dominate latency is
constant, regardless of the number of processors used. The
relative latency depends only on the relative clock speeds of
the processors and memories, and not on the distribution of
computation.

Figure 9 shows the performance of the three addressing
schemes for the block workload when the processors and
memory are clocked at the same frequency. For small work-
loads, the address-data mode solution is dominated by read
latency and write workload. Because writes are unaffected
by latency, the computation load has an immediate effect.
For large workloads, the execution time is dominated by the
computation load of both reads and writes. To illustrate the
appropriateness of the synthetic workloads, three key algo-
rithms (1024-tap FIR filter, 512-point complex FFT, and a
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Figure 8: Effect of number of processors on performance. The fig-
ure shows the execution time of the single-element workload for 1,
2, and 4 processors clocked at the same frequency as the memory.
The execution time for each case includes some fixed overhead to
initialize and read the source and destination arrays. Multiple pro-
cessor cases have additional overhead for synchronization among
processors.

viterbi decoder) are modeled and shown on the plot. While
these applications are not required to be written conforming
to the synthetic workloads, the versions shown here are very
reasonable implementations.

The address generator and address-only/data-only solu-
tions decouple the generation of memory read requests from
the receipt of read data. This allows requests to be issued far
in advance, so the read latency has little effect. There is also a
slight performance increase because the number of instruc-
tions in each kernel is reduced.

The address generator solution outperforms the single
cycle approach, and does not require the allocation of ad-
ditional processors. This is the preferred solution for block
accesses that can be mapped to the address generation hard-
ware. For access patterns not supported by the address gen-
erators, similar performance can be obtained by generating
the addresses with a processor in address-only mode. This re-
quires the allocation of an additional processor, which does
incur an additional cost.

Address only mode allows arbitrary address generation
capability at the cost of an additional processor. This method
eases implementation of latency-insensitive burst reads with-
out requiring partitioning of the data computation. This
method is limited by the balance of the address and data
computation loads. If the address and data processors run
at the same speed, whichever task carries the highest compu-
tation load dominates the system performance. This can be
seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: Effect of address mode on block performance. The figure
shows the execution time of the block workload for a single proces-
sor in address-data mode, a single processor utilizing address gener-
ator hardware, and two processors, one in address-only mode and
one in data-only mode. Both the address generator and address-
only mode solutions outperform the address-data mode solution
if the work load is dominated by the memory latency. Note that
the address generator and address-only performances are roughly
equal. Three real applications are shown to validate the synthetic
workloads.

Partitioning an application among multiple processors in
address-data mode typically outperforms a mapping using
the same number of processors in address-only or data-only
mode. This occurs because the number of iterations of the
application kernel required per processor is reduced. This
reduces the application’s sensitivity to computation loads.
Address-only mode is most useful when address computa-
tion and data computation are of similar complexities, when
code space limitations prevent the two tasks from sharing the
same processor, or when the application lacks adequate data
parallelism to distribute the computation otherwise.

Figure 11 compares the performance of the block work-
load when computation is distributed across two processors.
A mapping with two address-data mode processors outper-
forms address-only and data-only partitioning in most cases.
If address and data computation loads are mismatched, the
greater load dominates the execution time for the address-
only/data-only mapping. When the address and data compu-
tation loads are similar, the performance gap for the address-
only mode mapping is small. Furthermore, for very small
computation loads, the address-only mode mapping outper-
forms the address-data mode mapping because each loop it-
eration contains fewer instructions.
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Figure 10: Effect of address load on address-only mode perfor-
mance. The figure shows the execution time of the block workload
for a single processor in address-data mode, and two processors,
one in address-only mode and one in data-only mode. The address
calculation workload is varied for each case. Each curve represents
a fixed data computation workload. The memory module and pro-
cessors share the same clock frequency.

6.2. Area and power tradeoffs

As with most digital IC designs, area and power are closely
related to performance. Generally, performance can be in-
creased at the expense of area and power by using faster de-
vices or by adding parallel hardware. Although the perfor-
mance of the FIFO-buffered memory module was the first
design priority, the power and area results are acceptable.
The results discussed are for high-level synthesis of the Ver-
ilog model. Some increase is expected during back-end flows.
Dynamic power consumption was estimated using activity
factors captured during RTL simulation.

6.2.1. Area results

The results of the synthesis flow provide a reasonable esti-
mate of the design’s area. The design contains 9713 cells, in-
cluding hard macros for the SRAM core and FIFO memo-
ries. With an 8 K-word SRAM, the cell area of the synthesized
design is 1.28 mm2. This is roughly equivalent to two and a
half AsAP processors. The area after back-end placement and
routing is 1.65 mm2.

The area of the FIFO buffered memory module is domi-
nated by the SRAM core, which occupies 68.2% of the mod-
ule’s cell area. This implies a 32.8% area overhead to imple-
ment the FIFO-buffered design, rather than a simpler SRAM
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Figure 11: Equal area comparison of address modes. The figure
shows the execution time of the block workload for two parallel pro-
cessors in address-data mode, and two processors, one in address-
only mode and one in data-only mode. The address calculation
workload is varied for each case. Each curve represents a fixed data
computation workload. The memory module and processors share
the same clock frequency.

interface. This overhead is similar to that reported by Mai
et al. for a Smart Memories system with the same mem-
ory capacity [12]. The distribution of area among the ma-
jor blocks of the design is shown in Figure 12. The presented
implementation has an SRAM of 8 K words, but the synthe-
sized source design, however, is capable of addressing up to
64 K words. Conservatively assuming the memory size scales
linearly, a 64 K-word memory would occupy 94.5% of the
module’s area. This implies an overhead of only 5.5%, which
is easily justified by the performance increase provided by the
shared memory.

6.2.2. Power results

In general, accurate power estimation is difficult without
physical design details. A reasonable estimate of the design’s
power consumption can be taken from high level synthe-
sis results and library information. The main limitation of
power estimation at this level is obtaining accurate switching
activity for the nodes in the design. Switching activity was
recorded for the execution of a four processor application
that computes cj = aj + 2bj for 1024 points. This applica-
tion exercises most of the design’s functionality.

Power Compiler reports the relative power of each sub-
module as shown in Figure 13. Absolute power estimates
from the tool are believed to be less accurate so we present
the relative numbers only. Of the total power consumption,

Other (5%)
Address gen. (2%)

Input port (5%)

Output FIFOs (10%)

Input FIFOs (10%)

SRAM (68%)

Figure 12: Area distribution among submodules. The relative cell
area of each group of submodules is shown. The SRAM used in this
design is 8 K words. The SRAM consumes 68% of the area; the four
input FIFOs occupy 10%; the four output FIFOs occupy 10%. The
“other” category includes modules not shown such as configura-
tion, mutex, arbiter, and clock oscillator.

Other (4%)
Address gen. (6%)

Input port (23%)

Output FIFO (14%)

SRAM (14%)

Input FIFO (39%)

Figure 13: Relative power consumption neglecting clock power of
submodules. The power is dominated by the input FIFOs (39%)
and input ports (23%) as these are the most active blocks in the
design. The dynamic power of the SRAM cell is relatively low, but
matches well with the datasheet value.

57.1 nW is attributed to cell leakage power. The breakdown
for leakage power is shown in Figure 14.

7. CONCLUSION

The design of an asynchronously sharable FIFO-buffered
memory module has been described. The module allows a
high capacity SRAM to be shared among independently-
clocked blocks (such as processors). The memory module
shares its memory resources with up to four blocks/process-
ors. This allows the memory to be used for interprocess com-
munication or to increase application performance by par-
allelizing computation. The addition of addressing modes
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Other (1%)

Output FIFO (42%)

SRAM (14%)
Input FIFO (43%)

Figure 14: Relative leakage power of submodules. As expected, the
leakage power is dominated by the memory cells. The eight FIFOs
(85%) and the SRAM core (14%) consume nearly all of the mod-
ule’s leakage power.

and hardware address generators increases the system’s flexi-
bility when mapping many applications. The FIFO-buffered
memory module was described in Verilog, and synthesized
with a 0.18 µm CMOS standard cell library. A design with
an 8 K-word SRAM has a maximum operating frequency of
555 MHz, and occupies 1.2 mm2 based on high-level synthe-
sis results. The memory module can service one memory
access each cycle, leading to a peak memory bandwidth of
8.8 Gbps.
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